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Attractive Income
Bolsters High Yield Bonds
Recent downturn may also offer price
appreciation opportunities.
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KEY INSIGHTS
■ High yield bonds have had a difficult 2022 from a performance perspective,
but we are finding unique opportunities in the current environment.
■

■

We believe that much of the value of the asset class is realized by staying invested
and benefiting from the compounding effect of its relatively high coupon payments.

Kevin Loome, CFA
Portfolio Manager, U.S. High Yield
Bond Strategy

Historically, some of the best opportunities in high yield bonds have come on
the heels of pronounced downturns in the asset class.

L

ike many asset classes, high yield
bonds have had a difficult start
to 2022 from a performance
perspective. In fact, high yield bonds
had their worst-ever performance in the
first half of a year. In times like these, it
is natural for investors to question their
investments; however, we continue

to view the asset class as a strategic
long-term investment and a mainstay
allocation as part of a diversified
portfolio. Historically, some of the best
opportunities in high yield bonds have
come on the heels of pronounced
downturns in the asset class.

Ashley Wiersma
Portfolio Specialist

Income Has Been the Key Driver of Long-Term Return*

Total Return Components

(Fig. 1) Compounding of coupon payments can be meaningful.
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
As of June 30, 2022.
Source: FactSet Research Systems, analysis by T. Rowe Price.
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Income as Key Source of Return
An analysis of historical sources of return
shows that, unlike stocks, high yield
bonds typically derive their long-term
returns from income rather than capital
appreciation. Their relatively high and
generally consistent coupon payments
are a key reason why high yield bonds
have historically exhibited lower volatility
when compared with equities, and this
trend has continued to hold true so far
this year. For long-term investors, much
of the value of the asset class is realized
simply through clipping coupons.
Figure 1 uses data over a 20-year
time period, which includes both the
global financial crisis and the current
downturn, so this concept of income as
the key driver of returns has held true
even during periods that include major
market drawdowns.
Capital Appreciation Opportunities
However, opportunities to benefit
from additional returns through price
appreciation do exist and can serve
as attractive entry points for investors.
Looking back at historical prices for the
ICE BofA U.S. High Yield Constrained
Index for January 1, 2010 through
June 30, 2022, 87% of the time, the
high yield index traded at a dollar price
of USD 95 or above. These levels leave
little room for capital appreciation; thus,

returns during these time periods tend to
be heavily driven by income.
However, 8% of the time, the index traded
below USD 95, and 5% of the time, it
was below USD 90. These discounted
levels, though often short-lived, can
provide attractive entry points and create
more potential for capital appreciation as
average dollar prices move back toward
par. That said, low dollar price levels
typically are accompanied by periods
of significant market stress, which can
make it more difficult to stomach putting
money to work. While it is virtually
impossible to accurately predict a market
bottom, timing the bottom does not
necessarily need to be perfect to benefit
from this dynamic.
Patience Has Paid Off Historically
Looking at index calendar year returns
over the last 25 years, there have only
been five years with negative returns and,
for investors that had the patience to stay
invested, negative return years typically
have been immediately followed by
outsized positive return years. Though it
can be difficult to stay the course during
market corrections, remaining invested
rather than liquidating positions at what
is often the worst time to do so is likely
a prudent approach and can potentially
better position investors to benefit from
future returns.

Low Dollar Prices Present Opportunities

Par-Weighted Price (USD)

(Fig. 2) U.S. high yield par-weighted* dollar price
87% of time, HY traded at USD 95 or above
8% of time, HY traded between USD 90 and USD 95
5% of time, HY traded below USD 90
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
As of June 30, 2022.
Source: FactSet Research Systems, analysis by T. Rowe Price. Gray-box stats provided are based
on month-end prices over the time period from January 1, 2010–June 30, 2022.
*ICE BofA U.S. High Yield Constrained Index weighted by bond face amount outstanding.
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Drawdowns Have Been Followed by Strength
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(Fig. 3) Historical calendar year returns, U.S. high yield

Max. Drawdown 20 Years Ended 6/30/22
Treasuries: -13%
Investment-Grade Bonds: -15%
U.S. High Yield Bonds: -33%
Stocks: -51%

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
As of June 30, 2022.
Source: FactSet Research Systems, analysis by T. Rowe Price.
U.S. high yield bonds represented by ICE BofA U.S. High Yield Constrained Index; investment-grade bonds by Bloomberg US Corporate Investment Grade Index;
stocks by S&P 500 Index; Treasuries by ICE BofA US Treasury Index.

Why Now?
The high yield market has been weighed
down this year by an evolving narrative that
has shifted focus from inflation and rising
rates to concerns over slowing growth
and the potential for a recession. However,
with average high yield bond prices in the
80s, USD, the market is already pricing a
fairly large probability of a recessionary
outcome. We believe these prices have
created an interesting opportunity set
for investors if and when things improve.
Though the exact timing around when
market conditions will improve remains to
be seen, there are several things the high
yield market has going for it today:
■

1
2

As rates have risen year-to-date, yields
today are higher than they were at the
start of the year, and, thus, prospects
for income have improved. This
should serve as a current benefit to
income-oriented investors.

■

■

The year-to-date sell-off has resulted
in cheaper valuations and created
unique opportunities within the
high yield bond market. We have
taken advantage of this dynamic
and invested in what we view to be
good companies at attractive dollar
prices across the credit ratings
spectrum. We have found compelling
opportunities within lower dollar price
BBs as well as within higher beta1
parts of the market where risk has
sold off indiscriminately.
Credit fundamentals remain
supportive. Credit spreads2 have
widened year-to-date, ending the
second quarter at levels that are
wider than their historical averages.
Meanwhile, defaults remain well below
their long-term averages as many
companies refinanced their debt
during the period of extremely low

Beta measures the volatility, or risk, of a security relative to the risk of the broad market.
Credit spreads measure the additional yield that investors demand for holding a bond with credit risk over a similar-maturity, high-quality government security.
In this case, we use spread to worst, which is the spread received on a bond that is redeemed by the issuer on the earliest possible date in its contract.
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rates, thereby extending maturities.
Though defaults may tick slightly
higher from here due to inflation and
a more hawkish Fed, we expect they
will remain well below average for the
foreseeable future given the lack of
near-term bond maturities.
■

■

Technicals remain supportive as
year-to-date outflows industrywide
have been met with a relatively quiet
new issue calendar. Additionally,
yields and bond prices are reaching
attractive levels, which may begin to
lure investors back into the market.
The overall quality of the high yield
market has improved in recent years,

as the proportion of BBs—many
with the potential to be upgraded
to investment grade—has increased.
At the same time, the proportion
of CCCs—the segment of the
market that is most likely to default—
has decreased.
Though our outlook for high yield is
still constructive, risks remain. We
continue to look to invest in companies
that are better positioned to withstand
inflation and rising rates. Also, given
the increased risks around the
potential for a recession, we continue
to stress-test credits for their potential
resilience in such an environment.

W H AT W E ’ R E WATC H I N G N E X T
Barring another large global increase in commodity prices or another
major global supply chain disruption in the next few months, it is likely that
we will see the peak of U.S. inflation in the second half of 2022, followed
by a gradual easing of pressures on both the level of inflation and rates
that could provide relief to markets. We also continue to keep a close
watch on future maturity walls, which could eventually force companies to
refinance their debt at meaningfully higher rates.

General Fixed Income Risks
Capital risk—the value of your investment will vary and is not guaranteed. It will be affected by changes in the exchange rate.
ESG and sustainability risk—may result in a material negative impact on the value of an investment and performance of the portfolio.
Counterparty risk—an entity with which the portfolio transacts may not meet its obligations to the portfolio.
Geographic concentration risk—to the extent that a portfolio invests a large portion of its assets in a particular geographic area,
its performance will be more strongly affected by events within that area.
Hedging risk—a portfolio’s attempts to reduce or eliminate certain risks through hedging may not work as intended.
Investment portfolio risk—investing in portfolios involves certain risks an investor would not face if investing in markets directly.
Management risk—the investment manager or its designees may at times find their obligations to a portfolio to be in conflict with
their obligations to other investment portfolios they manage (although in such cases, all portfolios will be dealt with equitably).
Operational risk—operational failures could lead to disruptions of portfolio operations or financial losses.
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T. Rowe Price focuses on delivering investment management
excellence that investors can rely on—now and over the long term.
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